
$55,000 - 1111 DWIGHT BEACH Road Unit# 3, Wk.1
 

Listing ID: 40490678

$55,000
2 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms, 2.11 acres
Single Family

1111 DWIGHT BEACH Road Unit# 3,
Wk.1, Dwight, Ontario, P0A1H0

Enjoy fractional cottage ownership with this
stunning unit nestled in picturesque Dwight,
on the pristine shores of Lake of Bays,
Muskoka. Here luxury meets affordability,
giving you a golden opportunity to grasp a
fragment of the much-coveted Muskoka
dream, without burning a hole in your
pocket. This architecturally designed unit
features 2 spacious bedrooms and a
den/office with queen pullout, hardwood
floors, 2 gas fireplaces, in-suite laundry
facilities, a glass-enclosed Muskoka Room,
and storage facilities in the unit. Here, every
day is a sun-soaked adventure with
southwest exposure and glorious sunshine
from dawn to breathtaking sunsets. With a
private, sandy beach and boat docking for
your boat when you are at your unit, it’s a
perfect waterfront location. Escape the
hustle and bustle of city life for 5 incredible
weeks a year, including one fixed summer
week (week 1- the last week in June) and 4
floating weeks sprinkled across seasons.
This haven caters to the evolved traveller,
who dreams of a week basking in the
summer sun and snuggling by the fireplace
as snowflakes dance in the winter breeze all
woven seamlessly around their travel
escapades. A leisurely walk in the quaint
village of Dwight opens doors to delightful
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bakeries, a rich library, and captivating gift
shops. Just a stone's throw away lie the
gates to world-famous Algonquin Park, a
sanctuary of nature's splendour, and the
vibrant life of Huntsville, offering golf,
skiing, restaurants and galleries all within a
20-minute scenic drive. Come and embrace
a slice of the grand Canadian dream where
exquisite cottage life meets financial
feasibility. Unveil a lifestyle where every
moment is a beautiful fraction of a grander
picture, a snapshot of pure bliss and luxury -
all within reach. Let the Muskoka adventure
begin, where dreams are not just lived but
owned, one fraction at a time! And don't
forget Fido..your four-legged friend is
welcome in this pet-friendly unit. (id:49587)
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